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		  digital e3 modulevel with hart ? and pactware ? communications liquid level displacer transmitter installation and operating manual e3 modulevel ?

 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter read this manual before installing this manual provides information on the e3 modulevel electronic transmitters. it is important that all instructions are read carefully and followed in sequence. detailed instal- lation, wiring and calibration instructions are included in this manual. if this equipment is used in a manner not specified by this manufacturer, the protection provided by the equipment may be impaired. conventions used in this manual certain conventions are used in this manual to convey specific types of information. general technical material, support data, and safety information are presented in narrative form. the following styles are used for notes, cautions, and warnings. notes notes contain information that augments or clarifies an operating step. notes do not normally contain actions. they follow the procedural steps to which they refer. cautions cautions alert the technician to special conditions that could injure personnel, damage equipment, or reduce a components mechanical integrity. cautions are also used to alert the technician to unsafe practices or the need for special protective equipment or specific materi- als. in this manual, a caution box indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury. warnings warnings identify potentially dangerous situations or serious hazards. in this manual, a warning indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in serious injury or death. safety messages follow all standard industry procedures for servicing electrical and computer equipment when working with or around high voltage. always shut off the power supply before touching any components. electrical components are sensitive to electrostatic discharge. to prevent equipment damage, observe safety procedures when working with electrostatic sensitive components. warning! explosion hazard. do not connect or disconnect equipment unless power has been switched off or the area is known to be non-hazardous. low voltage directive for use in installation category i, pollution degree 2. if equipment is used in a manner not specified by manufac- turer, protection provided by equipment may be impaired. notice of trademark, copyright and limitations magnetrol & magnetrol logotype and modulevel are registered trademarks of magnetrol international, incorporated. copyright ? 2011 magnetrol international. all rights reserved. performance specifications are effective with date of issue and are subject to change without notice. magnetrol reserves the right to make changes to the product described in this manual at any time without notice. magnetrol makes no warranty with respect to the accuracy of the information in this manual. warranty all magnetrol electronic level and flow controls are war- ranted free of defects in materials or workmanship for one full year from the date of original factory shipment. if returned within the warranty period; and, upon factory inspection of the control, the cause of the claim is determined to be covered under the warranty; then, magnetrol will repair or replace the control at no cost to the purchaser (or owner) other than transportation. magnetrol shall not be liable for misapplication, labor claims, direct or consequential damage or expense arising from the installation or use of equipment. there are no other warranties expressed or implied, except special written warranties covering some magnetrol products. quality assurance the quality assurance system in place at magnetrol guarantees the highest level of quality throughout the company. magnetrol is committed to providing full customer satisfaction both in quality products and quality service. the magnetrol quality assurance system is registered to iso 9001 affirming its commitment to known international quality standards providing the strongest assurance of product/service quality available.
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 4 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 1.0 quickstart installation 1.1 getting started 1.1.1 equipment and tools no special equipment or tools are required to install e3 modulevel. the following items are recommended: ? wrenches, flange gaskets and flange bolting appropriate for process connection(s) ? flat-blade screwdriver ? level ? 1 M 8 " allen wrench ? power supply ? digital multimeter ? 250 to 450 ohm resistor for hart communication 1.1.2 configuration information some key information is needed to configure the e3 modulevel transmitter. complete the following operating parameters table before beginning configuration. 1.2 quickstart mounting note: confirm the style and process connection size/type of the e3 modulevel transmitter. ensure it matches the requirements of the installation before continuing with the quickstart instal- lation. 1.2.1 tank top 1. if applicable, adjust and trim the adjustable hanger cable assembly to the required length and mount it between the stem and displacer. display question answer lvlunits what units of measurement will be used? lvl ofst what is the desired level reading when the level is at the calibrated zero reference (typically bottom of the displacer)? proc sg what is the actual sg of the process liquid at operating temperature? opertemp what is the actual operating temperature? set 4ma what should the level reading be at the 4 ma set point? set 20ma what should the level reading be at the 20 ma set point?

 5 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2. using a level, verify that the vessel mounting flange is level in all directions within 3. 3. position the head flange gasket on the vessel flange and gen- tly lower the displacer into the vessel. to prevent damage to the stem/spring assembly, avoid tipping the unit or, in any way, putting lateral forces on the stem. 4. align the flanges and ensure that the gasket is seated properly. 5. install the flange bolts and nuts and tighten alternating nuts in a star pattern. flange bolting torque specifications are listed on page 9. 1.2.2 external chamber 1. remove the shipping strap and wire assembly which secures the displacer in the chamber during shipment. this assem- bly must be removed through the bottom connection or drain. 2. using a level, verify that the vessel mounting flanges are level in all directions within 3. 3. align the modulevel process connections with those on the vessel and attach accordingly, based upon the connection type. appropriate gaskets and bolting will be required for flanged connections. install the flange bolts and nuts and tighten alternating nuts in a star pattern. flange bolting torque specifications are listed on page 9. 1.3 quickstart wiring warning: explosion hazard. do not connect or disconnect equip- ment unless power has been switched off or the area is known to be non-hazardous. note: ensure that the electrical wiring to the e3 transmitter is com- plete and in compliance with all regulations and codes. 1. remove the cover of the upper wiring compartment of the transmitter. 2. attach a conduit fitting and mount the conduit plug in the spare opening. pull the power supply wire through the con- duit fitting. 3. connect an earth ground to the nearest green ground screw. see figure 1. use a minimum 18 awg rated up to 85 c. 4. connect the positive supply wire to the (+) terminal and the negative supply wire to the (-) terminal. for explosion proof installations, see wiring, section 2.5.3. 5. replace the cover and tighten. red (+) black (-) green ground screws protective conductor terminal (+) (-) figure 1 integral transmitter wiring

 6 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 1.4 quickstart configuration the e3 modulevel transmitter comes configured with default values from the factory but can be reconfigured in the shop. the minimum configuration instructions required in the field follow. use the information from the operating parameters table in section 1.1.2 before beginning configuration. 1. power up the transmitter. the display changes every 5 seconds to show one of four values: status, level (or ifclevel or specgrav), %output, and loop current. 2. remove the cover of the lower electronic compartment. 3. use the and keys to move from one step of the configuration program to the next step, see figure 2. 4. press the key. the last character in the first line of the display changes to an exclamation point (!). 5. use the and keys to increase or decrease the value in the display or to scroll through the choices. 6. press the key to accept a value and move to the next step of the configuration program (the default password is 0). 7. after entering the last value, allow 10 seconds before removing power from the transmitter. the following two configuration entries are the minimum required for configuration (the default password is 0 from the lcd/keypad). lvl ofst (xxx) lvlunits! xxx proc sg (xxx) set 4ma xxx.x set 20ma xxx.x enter the actual specific gravity of the process liquid at operating temperature (n/a for interface or density). enter the actual operating temperature of the process select the desired level units of measure (inches, cm, m, feet). (default is inches). enter the desired level reading when level is at the calibrated zero reference (typically bottom of the displacer). (default is zero). enter the level value (0%-point) for the 4 ma point. (default is 0 for level and interface). enter the level value (100%-point) for the 20 ma point. (default is full level range).       opertemp xxx enter down up lvlunit (select) liquid level ? 20 ma level ? in, cm, m, or ft. ? level offset process s.g. operating temp. ? 4 ma level ? ? figure 4 chamber type installation side-side process connections liquid level displacer ? 20 ma level ? level offset ? process s.g. ? operating temp. ? 4 ma level figure 3 tank top mounted installation figure 2 transmitter keypad & display the following four parameters must be entered if the default values are not satisfactory.

 7 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.0 complete installation 2.1 unpacking unpack the instrument carefully. take care not to bend the displacer stem or enclosing tube. ensure all components have been removed from the packing material. check all the contents against the packing slip and report any discrepan- cies to the factory. before proceeding with the installation, do the following: ? inspect all components for damage. report any damage to the carrier within 24 hours. ? on chambered units, remove the shipping strap and wire assembly holding the displacer in place. this assembly must be removed through the bottom chamber connection before start-up. caution: if reshipping to another location, the displacer must again be secured using the same strap and wire assembly. ? check that the model number on the nameplate matches the packing slip and purchase order. ? record the model and serial numbers for future reference when ordering parts. model number serial number 2.2 electrostatic discharge (esd) handling procedure magnetrol electronic instruments are manufactured to the highest quality standards. these instruments use electronic components which may be damaged by static electricity present in most work environments. the following steps are recommended to reduce the risk of component failure due to electrostatic discharge. ? ship and store circuit boards in anti-static bags. if an anti- static bag is not available, wrap the board in aluminum foil. do not place boards on foam packing materials. ? use a grounding wrist strap when installing and removing circuit boards. a grounded workstation is recommended. ? handle circuit boards only by the edges. do not touch components or connector pins. ? ensure that all electrical connections are completely made and that none are partial or floating. ground all equipment to a good, earth ground.

 8 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.3 before you begin 2.3.1 site preparation each e3 modulevel transmitter is built to match the physi- cal specifications of the required installation. ensure that the process connection(s) on the vessel matches the modulevels process connection(s). see mounting, section 2.4 . ensure that the wiring between the power supply and modulevel transmitter are complete and correct for the type of installation. see wiring, section 2.5 . when installing the modulevel transmitter in a general pur- pose or hazardous area, local, state and federal regulations and guidelines must be observed. see wiring, section 2.5 . 2.3.2 equipment and tools no special equipment or tools are required to install the electronic modulevel. the following items are recommended: ? wrenches, flange gaskets and flange bolting appropriate for process connection(s) ? flat-blade screwdriver ? level ? 1 M 8 " allen wrench ? power supply ? multimeter ? 250 to 450 ohm resistor for transmitters with hart communication 2.3.3 operational considerations the modulevel transmitter should be located for easy access for service, configuration, and monitoring. there should be sufficient headroom to allow installation and removal of the transmitter head and, in cases of tank top configuration, the displacer. special precautions should be made to prevent exposure to corrosive atmosphere, excessive vibration, shock, or physical damage. the operating temperature range for the transmitter elec- tronics is -40 to +176 f (-40 to +80 c). the operating temperature range for the digital display is -5 to +160 f (-20 to +70 c). caution: operation of all buoyancy type level devices should be done in such a way as to minimize the action of dynamic forces on the float or displacer sensing element. good practice for reducing the likelihood of damage to the con- trol is to equalize pressure across the device very slowly.

 9 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.4 mounting the e3 modulevel transmitter can be mounted to a tank using a variety of configurations and process connections. generally, either a threaded, welded or flanged connection is used with an external cage. a flanged connection is always used on a tank top model. for information about the sizes and types of connections available, see model numbers, section 3.7 . ensure all mounting connections are in place on the tank and properly sized for the specific unit being installed. compare the model on the nameplate with the product information to ensure the modulevel transmitter is correct for the intended installation. if the modulevel must be insulated, do not insulate the transmitter head, e-tube or finned extensions. 2.4.1 tank top installation (e3a & e3b) figure 5 illustrates a typical tank top installation. before installing, ensure that: ? there is adequate headroom for the installation of the modulevel head and displacer and that it has unobstructed entry into the vessel. ? using a level, the mounting flange is level within 3 in all directions. ? if the adjustable hanger assembly (p/n 32-3110-001) is used, it is cut to the required length and attached to the displacer stem. note: the adjustable hanger assembly is used when the top of the displacer and, therefore, the top of the measurement range must be positioned in the vessel more than 9.31" below the mounting flange. the standard hanger cable length is 8 feet. consult factory for longer cable. model flange bolting e-tube e3a, e3b n/a 200 C 225 ft-lbs e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f C 150# 110C120 ft-lbs e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f C 300# 180C200 ft-lbs e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f C 600# 180C200 ft-lbs e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f C 900# 370C400 ft-lbs e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f C 1500# 630C690 ft-lbs e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f C 2500# 675C725 ft-lbs liquid level displacer figure 5 tank top mounted installation torque specifications for enclosing tubes and flange bolting

 10 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter ? a stilling well is installed for applications where continuous agitation is present. the stilling well must be vertically level so as not to restrict displacer movement. see figure 6 for a typical stilling well installation. ? the process temperature, pressure and specific gravity are within the units specifications for installation. see specifications, section 3.6 . to install: 1. position the head flange gasket on the vessel flange and gen- tly lower the displacer into the vessel. to prevent damage to the stem/spring assembly, avoid tipping the unit or, in any way, putting lateral forces on the stem. 2. align the flanges and ensure that the gasket is seated properly. 3. install the flange bolts and nuts and tighten alternating nuts in a star pattern. flange bolting torque specifications are listed on page 9. caution: all modulevels are shipped from the factory with the enclosing tube tightened and the transmitter head set screws locked to the enclosing tube. failure to loosen the set screws prior to repositioning the supply and output con- nections may cause the enclosing tube to loosen, resulting in the possible leakage of the process liquid or vapor. 4. loosen the transmitter head lock screws (socket type) and position conduit outlet in the desired direction. see figure 7. 5. retighten lock screws. note: since the transmitter head is rotatable through 360o, it is impor- tant to make certain that the controller locking screws are tight before making electrical connections. 2.4.2 external chamber installation (e3c, e3d, e3e & e3f) the chamber type modulevel is mounted on the side of the vessel with either a side/side or side/bottom connection, as furnished. figure 8 on page 11 illustrates a typical chamber type installation. before installing, ensure that: ? there is adequate room for installation of the modulevel. ? using a level, the vessel mounting connections are level within 3 in all directions. ? the process temperature, pressure and specific gravity are within the units specifications for installation. see specifications, section 3.6 . ? if not already done, remove the shipping strap and wire assembly holding the displacer in place in the chamber. this assembly must be removed through the bottom chamber connection or drain before start-up. size always unlock for r epositioning or removal of head assembly and always relock, after final positioning figure 7 transmitter head lock screws use stilling well in case of turbluent medium figure 6 tank top mounted with stilling well

 11 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter to install: 1. align the modulevel process connections with those on the vessel and attach accordingly, based upon the connection type. appropriate gaskets and bolting will be required for flanged connections. install the flange bolts and nuts and tighten alternating nuts in a star pattern. flange bolting torque specifications are listed on page 9. note: it is recommended that shut-off valves be installed in each equalizing line to the chamber, along with a drain valve (refer to figure 8). equalizing lines should be sized at least as large as the connections provided at the chamber. 2. make sure that the chamber is vertically level within 3 in each direction to ensure frictionless operation of the internal displacer. caution: all modulevels are shipped from the factory with the enclosing tube tightened and the transmitter head set screws locked to the enclosing tube. failure to loosen the set screws prior to repositioning the supply and output con- nections may cause the enclosing tube to loosen, resulting in the possible leakage of the process liquid or vapor. 3. loosen the transmitter head lock screws (socket type) and position conduit outlet in the desired direction. see figure 7. 4. retighten lock screws. note: since the transmitter head is rotatable through 360o, it is impor- tant to make certain that the controller locking screws are tight before making electrical connections. 2.5 wiring caution: all versions of the e3 modulevel transmitter operate at voltages of 11C36 vdc. higher voltage will damage the transmitter. wiring between the power supply and the e3 modulevel transmitter should be made using minimum of 18 awg shielded twisted pair instrument cable. wiring must be suit- able for temperatures up to at least +85 c. within the transmitter enclosure, connections are made to the terminal strip and the ground connections. when installing a remote mount e3 transmitter, refer to figures 11 & 12 on page 14 for wiring connections. the directions for wiring the e3 transmitter depend on the application: ? general purpose or non-incendive (cl i, div. 2) ? intrinsically safe ? explosion proof warning! explosion hazard. do not disconnect equipment unless power has been switched off or the area is known to be non-hazardous. liquid level figure 8 chamber type installation side-side process connections

 12 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.5.1 general purpose or non-incendive (cl i, div. 2) a general purpose installation does not have flammable media present. areas rated non-incendive (cl i, div. 2) have flammable media present only under abnormal conditions. no special electrical connections are required so standard installation methods may be followed. to install general purpose or non-incendive wiring: 1. remove the cover to the wiring compartment of the trans- mitter. install the conduit plug in the unused opening. use ptfe tape/sealant to ensure a liquid-tight connection. 2. install a conduit fitting and pull the supply wires. 3. connect shield to an earth ground at power supply. 4. connect an earth ground wire to the nearest green ground screw. use a minimum 18 awg rated up to 85 c. 5. connect the positive supply wire to the (+) terminal and the negative supply wire to the (-) terminal. 6. replace the cover to the wiring compartment of the transmitter. to install remote mount wiring: 1. install conduit from the remote mounted head to the integral conduit connection of the e3 transmitter (refer to local plant or facility procedures). 2. remove the cover of the remote transmitter, terminal board housing and of the integral terminal board housing. 3. connect one end of the six conductor cable (p/n 037-3226-xxx or 037-3227-xxx) to the integral terminal block and the other end to the terminal block within the remote terminal board housing. be sure to match the six discrete numbered wires with the numbers on each terminal block. see figures 11 & 12 on page 14. 4. connect shield to an earth ground at the power supply. 5. connect an earth ground wire to the nearest green ground screw per local electrical code (not shown in illustration). 6. connect the positive supply wire to the (+) terminal and the negative supply wire to the (-) terminal. 7. replace the covers to the wiring compartment of the transmitter and to both terminal board housings. ensure that all covers are completely tightened down before apply- ing power. red (+) black (-) green ground screws protective conductor terminal (+) (-) figure 9 wiring diagram

 13 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.5.2 intrinsically safe an intrinsically safe (is) installation potentially has flamma- ble media present. an approved is barrier must be installed in the non-hazardous (safe) area. consult factory for agency drawing. to install intrinsically safe wiring: 1. make sure the is barrier is properly installed in the safe area (refer to local plant or facility procedures). complete the wiring from the barrier to the e3 transmitter. 2. remove the cover to the wiring compartment of the trans- mitter. install the conduit plug in the unused opening. use ptfe tape/sealant to ensure a liquid-tight connection. 3. install a conduit fitting and pull the supply wires. 4. connect shield to an earth ground at power supply. 5. connect an earth ground wire to the nearest green ground screw. 6. connect the positive supply wire to the (+) terminal and the negative supply wire to the (-) terminal. 7. replace the cover to the wiring compartment of the transmitter. 2.5.3 explosion proof explosion proof (xp) is a method of designing equipment for installation in hazardous areas. a hazardous location is an area in which flammable gases or vapors are, or may be, present in the air in quantities sufficient to produce explo- sive or ignitable mixtures. the wiring for the transmitter must be contained in explosion proof conduit extending into the safe area. see agency approvals, section 3.4. to install explosion proof wiring C integral mount: due to the specialized design of the integral e3 transmitter, no explosion proof conduit fitting (ey seal) is required within 18" of the transmitter. an explosion proof conduit fitting (ey seal) is required between the hazardous and safe areas. 1. install explosion proof conduit from the safe area to the conduit connection of the e3 transmitter (refer to local plant or facility procedures). 2. remove the cover to the wiring compartment of the transmitter. 3. connect shield to an earth ground at the power supply. 4. connect an earth ground wire to the nearest green ground screw per local electrical code. use a minimum 18 awg rated up to 85 c. 5. connect the positive supply wire to the (+) terminal and the negative supply wire to the (-) terminal. 6. replace the cover to the wiring compartment of the transmitter before applying power. current meter + C test current meter power supply 24 vdc C + (-) negative (+) positive protective conductor terminal figure 10 g.p./i.s./explosion proof model

 14 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter note: when operated from a 24 vdc source, the maximum allow- able loop resistance is 620 ohms for e3 modulevels. when using hart, a loop resistance of 250 to 450 ohms must be placed in series with the e3 modulevel. see figure 16 on page 39. caution: instrument and conduit junction box covers must be in place and tightly sealed at all times during operation. to install explosion proof wiring C remote mount: 1. install explosion proof conduit from the remote mounted e3 transmitter head to the integrally mounted terminal housing at the lvdt. an explosion proof conduit fitting (ey seal) is required within 18" of the remote mounted transmitter head wiring housing (see figure 11). follow steps 2 through 7 of remote mount wiring procedure on page 12. integral terminal board remote terminal board integral wiring & lvdt housings remote wiring & transmitter housings white black green black red black white black green black red black conduit seal within 18" of this housing entry for explosion proof installation figure 11 remote mount wiring connections figure 12 integral & remote terminal boards 123456 white black green black red black

 15 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6 configuring the transmitter the e3 modulevel transmitter comes calibrated from the factory. information on configuring the transmitter using a hart communicator is given in configuration using hart, section 2.7. 2.6.1 operating parameters some key information is needed to configure the e3 trans- mitter. complete the configuration information table. see configuration information, section 1.1.2. 2.6.2 transmitter display and keypad the e3 transmitter has a liquid-crystal display (lcd) capa- ble of showing two lines of 8 characters each. transmitter measurements and configuration menu screens are shown on the lcd. the transmitter default display is the measurement screen. it cycles every 5 seconds to display status, level, %output, and loop information. the transmitter defaults to this display after 5 minutes of keypad inactivity. the keypad has three butons used to scroll through the dis- plays and to calibrate the transmitter C the and keys and the key. function in function in arrows display mode configuration mode up and down moves forward and backward increases or decreases the in the configuration program value displayed or moves to from one display to another. another choice. note: hold arrow key for rapid scrolling. enter enters the configuration mode accepts a value and returns (noted by an exclamation point to the display mode. as the last character in the top display line).

 16 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6.3 password protection (default = 0) the e3 transmitter is password protected to restrict access to certain portions of the menu structure that affect the operation of the system. when the proper password is entered, an exclamation point (!) appears as the last charac- ter of the first line of the display. the password can be changed to any numerical value up to 255. the password is required whenever configuration values are changed. the default password installed in the transmitter at the fac- tory is 0 (password disabled). the last step in the configura- tion menu provides the option to enter a new password. if 0 is entered as a password, the transmitter is no longer pass- word protected and any value in the menu can be altered (except factory diagnostic values) without entering a con- firming password. note: if the password is not known, the menu item new password displays an encrypted value representing the present pass- word. call the factory with this encrypted value to determine the actual password. 2.6.4 calibration defaults the e3 modulevel transmitter comes from the factory already calibrated. the default configuration is set up such that the level range is the length of the displacer with the 4 ma set point at the bottom of the range and the 20 ma point at the top. field calibration is not required, but each unit must be configured for the process operating condi- tions. level measurement applications require that the operating temperature and operating specific gravity be entered via the keypad and lcd display. for interface and density measurement applications, only the operating temperature must be entered. while not necessary nor recommended, the e3 modulevel can be calibrated in the actual process. this is accom- plished by selecting the user calibration rather than the factory calibration. once in the user calibration, liquid level can be moved to the low and high calibration points and the sensor values for the low and high calibration points can be captured. see procedure on page 36. 2.6.5 menu: step-by-step procedure the following table provides a complete explanation of the software menus displayed by the e3 transmitter. use this table as a step-by-step guide to configure the transmitter. the second column presents the menus shown on the transmitter display. the displays are in the order they would appear if the arrow keys were used to scroll through the menu.

 17 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter the numbers are not shown on the display. they are pro- vided as a reference. the third column provides the actions to take when configuring the transmitter. additional information or an explanation of an action is given in the fourth column. configuration tips: if calselct is factory, factory cal menu is available for viewing only. only calibration parameters in user cal menu can be changed by the user. to capture the current sensor value, press and simultaneously. pv = primary variable = level or interface level or density (depending on measurement type). 2.6.5.1 measurement type: level display action comment 1 *status* *level * *% out * * loop * transmitter display 2 level xx.xx lu transmitter display (alternate home menu) 3 % output xx.x % transmitter display (alternate home menu) 4 loop xx.xx ma transmitter display (alternate home menu) 5 lvlunits (select) select the level units of measure select cm, inches, feet, meters 6 proc sg x.xxx sg enter the specific gravity of the process liquid at operating temp. adjusts factory calibration for actual specific gravity (limited by sg range of spring) 7 opertemp xxx f enter the process operating temperature adjusts factory calibration for actual temperature (limited by maximum temperature rating of model) 8 set 4ma xx.xx lu enter the level value for 4 ma set point specify level at 4 ma 9 set 20ma xx.xx lu enter the level value for 20 ma set point specify level at 20 ma 10 lvl ofst xx.xx lu enter desired output when level is at the calibrated zero reference minimum offset = -(displacer length) zero reference is typically bottom of displacer or centerline of bottom-side process connection. 11 damping xx s enter time constant of desired damping 0 to 45 sec 12 fault (select) select loop current value in presence of a fault select from 3.6 ma, 22 ma or hold 13 poll adr xx enter hart polling address number if multidrop is not in use, poll address must = 0 14 trim lvl xx.xx lu enter value to adjust level reading fine tune level reading

 18 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6.5.1 measurement type: level only (cont.) display action comment 15 trim 4 xxxx fine tune 4 ma point adjust setting (0 C trim 20 value) to output exactly 4.0 ma 16 trim 20 xxxx fine tune 20 ma point adjust setting (trim 4 value C 4095) to output exactly 20.0 ma 17 loop tst xx.x ma enter a ma output value to test loop 18 capture 4.00 ma pressing in data entry mode captures current level output as 4.00 ma set point raise liquid level to desired 4 ma point on the displacer. press and buttons to capture this liquid level as your 4 ma point. 19 capture 20.00 ma in data entry mode, can adjust loop value to corre- spond to current level output for setting 20.00 ma set point raise liquid level to a second level point on the displacer. press and buttons to capture this liquid level as your upper loop value between 8.00 and 20.00 ma. 20 new pass xxx enter new password (0 C 255) displays encrypted value of present password default value = 0 21 language (select) select from english, spanish, french, german language choice for lcd display 22 e3 modht ver 1.0 transmitter display product identification firmware version 23 dispfact (select) select yes to display factory parameter menu as below selecting no takes you back to beginning of menu 24 history (current status) diagnostic display to view present status and recent exceptions press to view recent exceptions, up to ten events 25 run time xxxx.x h diagnostic display showing elapsed time since power on or history reset 26 history reset factory only 27 meastype (select) factory set level, ifclevel, or density 28 model (select) factory set e3a, e3b, e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f 29 springsg (select) factory set model specificrange of sgs for which unit is suitable 30 sprgrate x.x factory set model specific 31 sprgmatl factory set model specific 32 templimt xxx f factory set model specificmaximum process temperature for which unit is suitable 33 length xx.xx lu factory set model specificlength of measuring range 34 diameter x.xxx in factory set model specificoutside diameter of displacer 35 weight xx.x oz factory set model specificweight of displacer 36 calselct (select) select factory or user calibration selects calibration parameters used to calculate the measured pv. 37a factory cal menu press to display the factory calibration sub-menu calselct = factory submenu on page 19

 19 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6.5.1 measurement type: level only: factory (display only) or user calibration sub-menu display action comment 1 lvdt% xx.xx % diagnostic display 2 calib sg x.xxx sg factory set factory calibration menu only 3 drysensr xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for dry sensor press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 4 snrcallo xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for low cal point press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 5 lvlcallo xx.xx lu enter level value corresponding to snrcallo 6 set 4ma xx.xx lu enter the level value for 4 ma set point specify level at 4 ma (user cal menu only) 7 snrcalhi xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for high cal point press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 8 lvlcalhi xx.xx lu enter level value corresponding to snrcalhi 9 set 20ma xx.xx lu enter the level value for 20 ma set point specify level at 20 ma (user cal menu only) 10 escape press to exit calibration sub-menu; returns to factory menu display action comment 37b user cal menu press to display the user calibration sub-menu calselct = user submenu below 38 adjsnrlo diagnostic display 39 adjsnrhi diagnostic display 40 conv fct xxxx diagnostic display 41 scl ofst xxx diagnostic display 42 lvdt% xx.xx % diagnostic display 43 chan 0 diagnostic display 44 chan 1 diagnostic display 45 nsp value diagnostic display 46 electemp xxx f diagnostic display present temperature in electronics compartment 47 max temp xxx f diagnostic display maximum electronics temperature recorded 48 min temp xxx f diagnostic display minimum electronics temperature recorded 2.6.5.1 measurement type: level only (cont.)

 20 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6.5.2 measurement type: interface level display action comment 1 *status* *ifclvl* *% out * * loop * transmitter display 2 ifclevel xx.xx lu transmitter display (alternate home menu) 3 % output xx.x % transmitter display (alternate home menu) 4 loop xx.xx ma transmitter display (alternate home menu) 5 lvlunits (select) select the level units of measure select cm, inches, feet, meters 6 oper temp xxx f enter the process operating temperature adjusts factory calibration for actual temperature (limited by maximum temperature rating of model) 7 set 4ma xx.xx lu enter the ifclevel value for 4 ma set point assigns level value to 4 ma loop value 8 set 20ma xx.xx lu enter the ifclevel value for 20 ma set point assigns level value to 20 ma loop value 9 lvl ofst xxx.xx lu enter desired output when level is at the calibrated zero reference minimum offset = -(displacer length) zero reference is typically bottom of displacer or centerline of bottom-side process connection. 10 damping xx s enter time constant of desired damping 0 to 45 sec 11 fault (select) select loop current value in presence of a fault select from 3.6 ma, 22 ma or hold 12 poll adr xx enter hart polling address number if multidrop is not in use, poll address must = 0 13 trim lvl xx.xx lu enter value to adjust level reading fine tune ifclevel reading 14 trim 4 xxxx fine tune 4 ma point adjust setting (0 C trim 20 value) to output exactly 4.0 ma 15 trim 20 xxxx fine tune 20 ma point adjust setting (trim 4 value C 4095) to output exactly 20.0 ma 16 loop tst xx.x ma enter a ma output value to test loop 17 capture 4.00 ma pressing in data entry mode captures current level output as 4.00 ma set point raise interface level to desired 4 ma point on the displacer. press and to capture this liquid level as your 4 ma point. 18 capture 20.00 ma in data entry mode, can adjust loop value to corre- spond to current level output for setting 20.00 ma set point set second level point between 8.00 ma and 20.00 ma. raise interface level to a second level point on the displacer. press and to capture this interface level as your upper loop value between 8.00 and 20.00 ma. 19 new pass xxx enter new password (0 C 255) displays encrypted value of present password default value = 0 20 language (select) select from english, spanish, french, german language choice for lcd display 21 e3 modht ver 1.0 transmitter display product identification firmware version 22 dispfact (select) select yes to display factory parameter menu as below selecting no takes you back to beginning of menu

 21 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6.5.2 measurement type: interface level (cont.) display action comment 23 history (current status) diagnostic display to view present status and recent exceptions press to view recent exceptions, up to ten events 24 run time xxxx.x h diagnostic display showing elapsed time since power on or history reset 25 history reset factory only 26 meastype (select) factory set level, ifclevel, or density 27 model (select) factory set e3a, e3b, e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f 28 springsg (select) factory set model specific 29 sprgrate x.x factory set model specific 30 sprgmatl factory set model specific 31 templimt xxx f factory set model specificmaximum process temperature for which unit is suitable 32 length xx.xx lu factory set model specificlength of measuring range 33 diameter x.xxx in factory set model specificoutside diameter of displacer 34 weight xx.x oz factory set model specificweight of displacer 35 lower sg x.xx factory set 36 upper sg x.xx factory set 37 calselct (select) select factory or user calibration selects calibration parameters used to calculate the measured pv 38a factory cal menu press to display the factory calibration sub-menu calselct = factory submenu on page 22 38b user cal menu press to display the user calibration sub-menu calselct = user submenu on page 22 39 adjsnrlo diagnostic display 40 adjsnrhi diagnostic display 41 conv fct xxxx diagnostic display 42 scl ofst xxx diagnostic display 43 lvdt% xx.xx % diagnostic display 44 chan 0 diagnostic display 45 chan 1 diagnostic display 46 nsp value diagnostic display 47 electemp xxx f diagnostic display present temperature in electronics compartment 48 max temp xxx f diagnostic display maximum electronics temperature recorded 49 min temp xxx f diagnostic display minimum electronics temperature recorded

 22 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6.5.3 measurement type: density display action comment 1 *status* *sg * *% out * * loop * transmitter display 2 specgrav x.xx sg transmitter display (alternate home menu) 3 % output xx.x % transmitter display (alternate home menu) 4 loop xx.xx ma transmitter display (alternate home menu) 5 opertemp xxx f enter the process operating temperature adjusts factory calibration for actual temperature (limited by maximum temperature rating of model) 6 set 4ma xx.xx sg enter the specgrav value for 4 ma set point assigns specific gravity value to 4 ma loop value 7 set 20ma xx.xx sg enter the specgrav value for 20 ma set point assigns specific gravity value to 20 ma loop value 8 damping xx s enter time constant of desired damping 0 to 45 sec 9 fault (select) select loop current value in presence of a fault select from 3.6 ma, 22 ma or hold 10 poll adr xx enter hart polling address number if multidrop is not in use, poll address must = 0 11 trim sg x.xx sg enter value to adjust sg reading fine tune specgrav reading 12 trim 4 xxxx fine tune 4 ma point adjust setting (0 C trim 20 value) to output exactly 4.0 ma 2.6.5.2 measurement type: interface level (cont.): factory (display only) or user calibration sub-menu display action comment 1 lvdt% xx.xx % diagnostic display 2 drysensr xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for dry sensor press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 3 snrcallo xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for low cal point press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 4 lvlcallo xx.xx lu enter ifclevel value corre- sponding to snrcallo 5 set 4ma xx.xx lu enter the ifclevel value for 4 ma set point assigns level value to 4 ma loop value (user cal menu only) 6 snrcalhi xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for high cal point press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 7 lvlcalhi xx.xx lu enter ifclevel value corre- sponding to snrcalhi 8 set 20 ma xx.xx lu enter the ifclevel value for 20 ma set point assigns level value to 20 ma loop value (user cal menu only) 9 escape press to exit calibration sub-menu; returns to factory menu

 23 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter display action comment 13 trim 20 xxxx fine tune 20 ma point adjust setting (trim 4 value C 4095) to output exactly 20.0 ma 14 loop tst xx.x ma enter a ma output value to test loop 15 capture 4.00 ma pressing in data entry mode captures current sg output as 4.00 ma set point current specgrav set as 4 ma point. submerge displacer in lowest sg liquid. press and to capture this sg as your 4 ma density. 16 capture 20.00 ma in data entry mode, can adjust loop value to corre- spond to current sg output for setting 20.00 ma set point (8.00  loop value  20.00 ma) set second specgrav point between 8.00 ma and 20.00 ma. submerge displacer in higher sg liquid. press and to capture this sg as your upper loop value between 8.00 and 20.00 ma. 17 new pass xxx enter new password (0 C 255) displays encrypted value of present password default value = 0 18 language (select) select from english, spanish, french, german language choice for lcd display 19 e3 modht ver 1.0 transmitter display product identification firmware version 20 dispfact (select) select yes to display factory parameter menu as below selecting no takes you back to beginning of menu 21 history (current status) diagnostic display to view present status and recent exceptions press to view recent exceptions, up to ten events 22 run time xxxx.x h diagnostic display showing elapsed time since power on or history reset 23 history reset factory only 24 meastype (select) factory set level, ifclevel, or density 25 model (select) factory set e3a, e3b, e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f 26 springsg (select) factory set model specific 27 sprgrate x.x factory set model specific 28 sprgmatl factory set model specific 29 templimt xxx f factory set model specificmaximum process temperature for which unit is suitable 30 length xx.xx lu factory set model specificlength of measuring range 31 diameter x.xxx in factory set model specificoutside diameter of displacer 32 weight x.xx oz factory set model specificweight of displacer 33 calselct (select) select factory or user calibration selects calibration parameters used to calculate the measured pv 34a factory cal menu press to display the factory calibration sub-menu calselct = factory submenu on page 24 2.6.5.3 measurement type: density (cont.)

 24 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.6.5.3 measurement type: density: factory (display only) or user calibration sub-menu display action comment 1 lvdt% xx.xx % diagnostic display 2 drysensr xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for dry sensor press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 3 snrcallo xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for low cal point press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 4 sgcallo xx.xx sg enter specgrav value corresponding to snrcallo 5 set 4ma xx.xx sg enter the pv value for 4 ma set point specify sg at 4 ma (user cal menu only) 6 snrcalhi xx.xx % enter or capture sensor output for high cal point press and simultaneously to capture current sensor output 7 sgcalhi xx.xx sg enter specgrav value corresponding to snrcalhi 8 set 20ma xx.xx sg enter the pv value for 20 ma set point specify sg at 20 ma (user cal menu only) 9 escape press to exit calibration sub-menu; returns to factory menu display action comment 34b user cal menu press to display the user calibration sub-menu calselct = user submenu below 35 adjsnrlo diagnostic display 36 adjsnrhi diagnostic display 37 conv fct xxxx diagnostic display 38 scl ofst xxx diagnostic display 39 lvdt% xx.xx % diagnostic display 40 chan 0 diagnostic display 41 chan 1 diagnostic display 42 nsp value diagnostic display 43 electemp xxx f diagnostic display present temperature in electronics compartment 44 max temp xxx f diagnostic display maximum electronics temperature recorded 45 min temp xxx f diagnostic display minimum electronics temperature recorded 2.6.5.3 measurement type: density (cont.)

 25 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.7 configuration using hart since e3 transmitter supports the hart (highway addressable remote transducer) communication protocol, configuration tools, such as a hart 375 handheld com- municator, can be used to provide a communication link to the e3 transmitter. when connected to the control loop, the same system measurement readings shown on the trans- mitter are shown on the communicator. in addition, the communicator can be used to configure the transmitter. the hart communicator may need to be updated to include the e3 software (device description). contact your local hart service center for additional information. 2.7.1 connections a hart communicator can be operated from a remote location by connecting to a remote junction or by connect- ing directly to the terminal block in the electronics housing of the e3 modulevel transmitter. hart uses the bell 202 frequency shift key technique of high-frequency digital signals. it operates on the 4C20 ma loop and requires a minimum of 250 ? load resistance. a typical connection between a communicator and the e3 modulevel transmitter is illustrated. 2.7.2 hart display menu for detailed operating information for the 375 field communicator, refer to the instruction manual provided with it. the e3 transmitter online menu tree is shown in the fol- lowing illustration. open the menu by pressing the alphanumeric key 0, device setup, to display the second- level menu. 2.7.3 hart revision table + + - - junction r l > 250  control room display power supply current meter hart version hcf release date compatible with e3 software dev v1, dd v1 december 2007 version 1.0a and later figure 13 typical hart connection

 26 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 2.7.4 hart menu (e3 modulevel) 1 calibration 2 basic setup 3 advanced setup 4 diagnostics 5 review 1 device setup 2 level 3 % range 4 loop 1 tag 2 descriptor 3 date 4 message 5 poll address 6 final asmbly num 1 trim loop current 2 enter password 3 measurement type 4 model parameters 5 calibration selected 7 new user password 6 factory settings 6 user wet calib 7 factory settings 8 new user password 1 model 2 manufacturer 3 magnetrol s/n 4 firmware version 5 tag 6 descriptor 7 date 8 message 9 poll address 10 final asmbly num 11 device id 13 level units 12 pv is 14 level offset 15 process sg 16 operating temp 17 4ma set point 18 20ma set point 19 damping 20 system fault state 21 trim level (or sg) 22 4ma trim value 23 20ma trim value 25 calibration selected 26 model number 24 measurement type 27 spring sg range 28 spring rate 29 temperature limit 30 displacer length 31 displacer diameter 32 displacer weight 33 universal rev 34 fld dev rev 35 software rev 36 num req preams 1 level units 2 process sg 4 set point calib 5 level offset 6 damping 7 system fault state 8 trim level (or sg) 9 date/time/initials 3 operating temp 1 capture values 2 enter values 1 lower sg 2 upper sg 1 model number 2 spring sg range 3 spring rate 4 temperature limit 5 displacer length 6 displacer diameter 7 displacer weight 1 magnetrol sn 2 device id 3 factory cal params 4 nsp value 5 factory param 1 6 factory param 2 1 set dry point 2 set low calib pts 3 set high calib pts 4 lvdt % 5 dry sensor value 6 sensor cal lo 7 level (or sg) cal lo 8 sensor cal hi 9 level (or sg) cal hi 1 4ma 2 20ma 3 20ma by % 4 end 1 4ma set point 2 20ma set point 1 loop test 2 lvdt % 3 channel 0 4 channel 1 5 adj sensor cal lo 6 adj sensor cal hi 7 conversion factor 8 scale offset 9 present status 10 status history 11 temp information 1 faults 2 warnings 1 view history 2 reset history 1 elec temperature 2 max temperature 3 min temperature 4 reset temperature 1 default params 2 loop failure 3 primary fault 4 core drop 5 secondary fault hi 6 secondary fault lo 1 calib required 2 trim required 3 hi temperature 4 lo temperature 5 cal span warning 6 initializing if factory selected: ** interface parameters if user selected: ** measurement type interface only 1 set dry point 2 set low calib pts 3 set high calib pts 4 lvdt % 5 calib sg 6 dry sensor value 7 sensor cal lo 8 level (or sg) cal lo 9 sensor cal hi 10 level (or sg) cal hi

 27 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.0 reference information this section presents an overview of the operation of the e3 electronic modulevel displacer level transmitter, information on troubleshooting common problems, listings of agency approvals, lists of replacement and recommended spare parts, and detailed physical, functional, and perform- ance specifications. 3.1 description the e3 modulevel is a loop-powered, two-wire, 24 vdc level transmitter which utilizes simple buoyancy principles in combination with a precision range spring and a highly accurate lvdt (linear variable differential transformer) to detect and convert liquid level movement into a stable 4C20 ma output signal. the electronics are housed in an ergonomic, dual-compartment enclosure which is angled for ease of wiring and calibration. 3.2 theory of operation the electronic modulevel displacer level transmitter relies on the principles of buoyancy to convert mechanical move- ment to an electronic output. see figure 14. 3.2.1 displacer/range spring according to archimedes principle, the buoyancy force act- ing on an object immersed in liquid is equal to the mass of the liquid displaced. as the level changes, the volume of displacer submerged in the liquid changes, thus varying the buoyancy force acting on the displacer. this change is detected by the precision range spring from which the dis- placer hangs, causing it to elongate or compress. the change in spring length causes movement of a special lvdt core which is mounted on a rigid stem attached to the spring. 3.2.2 lvdt e3 modulevel utilizes highly precise lvdt technology to convert the movement of the lvdt core within the lvdt to a stable 4C20 ma output signal. the position of the core with respect to a primary and two secondary windings with- in the lvdt, induces a voltage in each winding. the com- parison of the induced voltages within the microprocessor of the e3 results in very accurate level output. moving l vdt core range spring displacer external cage electronics enclosure printed circuit board wiring board lvdt stem keypad display enclosing tube figure 14 electronic modulevel components

 28 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.2.3 interface e3 modulevel is capable of tracking the interface level of two immiscible liquids with different densities. each unit is custom-made with a displacer specially designed for the users application. this allows it to detect the position of a clean interface or an emulsion layer and convert it into a stable 4C20 ma signal. contact the factory for assistance in specifying an e3 for interface service. note that for proper interface detection, the entire displacer must always be immersed in liquid. 3.2.4 density yet another capability of e3 modulevel is to track the changing density of a liquid over a known density range and convert that into a stable 4C20 ma output signal. as the density of the liquid changes, so does the mass of the liquid displaced by the specially designed displacer. the resulting change in buoyancy force on the displacer causes the move- ment of the lvdt core necessary to convert the density change to the 4C20 ma signal. 3.3 troubleshooting the e3 modulevel displacer transmitter is designed, engi- neered and constructed for trouble-free operation over a wide range of operating and application conditions. below, common transmitter problems are discussed in terms of their symptoms and corrective actions. warning! explosion hazard. do not remove covers unless power has been switched off or the area is known to be non- hazardous. use of the included pact ware ? pc program is highly recommended and invaluable for troubleshooting and advanced calibration. a hart rs232 or usb modem (purchased separately) is required. see magnetrol pact ware ? bulletin 59-101. warning! other than operation of the push-buttons to enter param- eter data, live maintenance is not permitted.

 29 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter symptom problem solution no loop current. power supply not turned on. turn on power. insufficient source voltage. e3 requires a minimum of 11 vdc at the wiring board. verify supply voltage. improperly wired or damaged wiring. check wiring and connections. defective electronics. replace pc board assembly or wiring board as required. level, % output and loop values are all inaccurate. basic configuration data is questionable. verify level offset values. if using factory calibration, verify that process sg and operating temperature values are accurate. verify/confirm that model parameters are accurate. confirm set points are as expected. transmitter does not track level. model incompatible with process liquid verify model in use is appropriate for process liquid sg. possible damage to unit. check displacer, spring, stem and enclosing tube for damage. replace all damaged parts. possible material buildup check displacer, spring, stem, enclosing tube and displacer for buildup of process material. clean any fouled parts. displacer, spring or stem dragging on inside of chamber, e-tube. verify proper and level installation (within 3 degrees of plumb in all directions). level reading on display is correct, but loop value is stuck at 4 ma. invalid poll address. set poll address to 0 if not using multi-drop. level, % output and loop values fluctuate. liquid turbulence. increase damping until output stabilizes or install stilling well. power supply unstable. repair or replace power supply. electrical interference (rfi). consult factory for assistance. hart device only: handheld will only read universal commands most current device descriptors are not installed in handheld. contact local hart service center for the latest dds. cannot set high level to 20 ma incorrect power supply. check power supply. excessive loop resistance increase power supply voltage or decrease loop resistance (max 620 ohms @ 24 vdc). loop current less than 4 ma liquid level less than 0%. no action required. supply voltage out of limits at transmitter. adjust power supply or reduce loop resistance. 4 ma output does not match display 4 ma may need to be trimmed. use trim 4 ma to adjust output to match display. loop current exceeds 20 ma liquid level greater than 100%. no action required. supply voltage out of limits at transmitter. adjust power supply or reduce loop resistance. wired incorrectly. check power supply (+) and (-) for reverse wiring. 20 ma output does not match display 20 ma may need to be trimmed. use trim 20 ma to adjust output to match display. output jumps quickly over wide range bent stem impeding smooth core movement review status history for surge event. inspect stem and replace if damaged. non-linear output. excessive loop resistance. increase power supply voltage or decrease loop resistance. displacer hanging up. verify proper and level installation (within 3 degrees of plumb in all directions.) bent stem. check stem. replace if damaged. possible material buildup check displacer, spring, stem, enclosing tube and displacer for buildup of process material. clean any fouled parts. 3.3.1 troubleshooting system problems

 30 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.3.2 status messages the e3 modulevel transmitter utilizes a 3-section hierarchy for reporting diagnostic conditions: faults, warnings, and information. this information can be reviewed at the status screen in the user menu. this screen captures only current conditions. historical information can be viewed at the history screen in the factory menu. fault: the highest level in the hierarchy of diagnostics annunciating a defect or failure in circuitry or software that precludes reliable measurement. in the presence of a fault, the current (ma) value is 3.6, 22, or hold depending on the fault loop current value selected. a message is also displayed on the rotating screen. further error information can be obtained by viewing the status history in the factory menu. warning (message): the second level in the hierarchy of diagnostics annunciating conditions that are not fatal but may affect measurement. a message will occur on the main (rotating) screen when a warning is detected but will not affect output current. further error information can be obtained by viewing the status history in the factory menu. information (message): the lowest level in the hierarchy of diagnostic conditions providing operational factors that are not critical to measurement. further error information can be obtained by viewing the status history in the factory menu. 3.3.3 checking the lvdt winding resistance warning: to prevent ignition of explosive atmospheres, disconnect power before servicing. refer to figure 15 during this procedure. 1. remove power from the unit. 2. remove the electronics housing cover and the electronics bezel assembly. 3. disconnect the six-pin connector j1 from the back of the pc board assembly. 4. using a multimeter, check the primary winding by verifying that pins 1 and 4 of the six-pin connector have approxi- mately 75 to 105 ohms resistance. 5. check the secondary winding by verifying that pins 2 and 5 or pins 3 and 6 of the six-pin connector have approximately 70 to 100 ohms resistance. 6. if the winding resistance is out of range, replace lvdt. loop output status message status history fault 3.6/22/hold yes yes warning no effect yes yes information no effect no yes effects of each diagnostic message figure 15 lvdt six-pin connector

 31 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.3.4 status message descriptions display message type description solution ok information absence of any warning or fault no action required. system warning information unexpected system events no action required unless warning persists surge information a/d readings from the lvdt secondary windings are changing more rapidly than expected. rate of level change is greater than expected. check for possible process surge or bent stem. initial warning initializing, pv held at 4 ma set point while unit powers up. should be transient. no action required. cal span warning span between sensor calibration hi and lo val- ues is less than minimum span. recalibrate or reconfigure unit with longer span lo temp warning present temperature measured in electronics compartment is below -40 c. 1. transmitter may need to be moved to ensure ambient temperature is within specification 2. change to remote mount transmitter 3. controlled external heat may be required to ensure that temperature inside housing is within specification hi temp warning present temperature measured in electronics compartment is above +80 c. 1. transmitter may need to be moved to ensure ambient temperature is within specification 2. change to remote mount transmitter 3. controlled external cooling may be required to ensure that temperature inside housing is within specification trimreqd warning loop trim values are defaults; loop output may be inaccurate. perform loop trim operation. cal reqd warning default calibration parameters in use, level reading inaccurate. consult factory. secflthi fault a/d readings from lvdt secondary windings are above expected range. check for missing displacer. secfltlo fault a/d readings from lvdt secondary windings are below expected range. check for broken spring or leaking dis- placer. coredrop fault core too far out. check for lost or damaged lvdt core. prifault fault lvdt primary circuit open condition. check lvdt winding resistance. replace lvdt if values are out of range loopfail fault loop current differs from commanded value by more than 1.00 ma. consult factory. dfltparm fault non-volatile parameters have been defaulted. consult factory. pactware pc program e3 modulevel offers the ability to monitor output and lvdt position using the pactware dtm. refer to bulletins 59-101 and 59-601 for more information.

 32 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.4.2 csa (canadian standards association) agency model approval csa xexx-xxxx x11, x13 explosion proof  with transmitter codes: x21, x23 class i , div. 1; groups b, c, d x31, x33 class ii , div. 1; groups e, f, g x41, x43 class iii , t5 x51, x53 type 4x, ip66 x61, x63 xexx-xxxx x15, x17 intrinsically safe with transmitter codes: x25, x27 class i , div. 1; groups a, b, c, d x35, x37 class ii , div. 1; groups e, f, g x45, x47 class iii , t4 x55, x57 entity  x65, x67 type 4x, ip66 xexx-xxxx x11, x13 suitable for: with transmitter codes: x21, x23 class i , div. 2; groups a, b, c, d x31, x33 class ii , div. 2; groups e, f, g x41, x43 class iii , t4 x51, x53 type 4x, ip66 x61, x63 3.4 agency approvals 3.4.1 fm (factory mutual) agency model approval fm xexx-xxxx x11, x12, x13, x14 explosion proof  with transmitter codes: x21, x22, x23, x24 class i , div. 1; groups b, c, d x31, x32, x33, x34 class ii , div. 1; groups e, f, g x41, x42, x43, x44 class iii , t5 x51, x52, x53, x54 type 4x, ip66 x61, x62, x63, x64 xexx-xxxx x15, x16, x17, x18 intrinsically safe with transmitter codes: x25, x26, x27, x28 class i , div. 1; groups a, b, c, d x35, x36, x37, x38 class ii , div. 1; groups e, f, g x45, x46, x47, x48 class iii , t4 x55, x56, x57, x58 entity  x65, x66, x67, x68 type 4x, ip66 xexx-xxxx x11, x12, x13, x14 non-incendive with transmitter codes: x21, x22, x23, x24 class i , div. 2; groups a, b, c, d x31, x32, x33, x34 class ii , div. 2; groups e, f, g x41, x42, x43, x44 class iii , div. 2; t4 x51, x52, x53, x54 type 4x, ip66 x61, x62, x63, x64

 33 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.4.3 atex (european directive for explosion protection agency model approval/standards atex xexx-xxxx, exx-xxxx x1e, x1f, x1g, x1h flameproof with transmitter codes x2e, x2f, x2g, x2h atex ex ii 1/2 g ex d iic t6 x3e, x3f, x3g, x3h en 60079-0 en 60079-1 en 60079-26 94/9/ec xexx-xxxx, exx-xxxx x1a, x1b, x1c, x1d intrinsically safe  with transmitter codes x2a, x2b, x2c, x2d atex ex ii 1 g ex ia iic t4 x3a, x3b, x3c, x3d en 60079-0 en 60079-11 en 60079-26 en 60079-27 94/9/ec xexx-xxxx, exx-xxxx x1a, x1b, x1c, x1d non-sparking with transmitter codes x2a, x2b, x2c, x2d atex ex ii 3 g ex ic ii t6 gc x3a, x3b, x3c, x3d en 60079-0 en 60079-11 94/9/ec iec xexx-xxxx, exx-xxxx x1e, x1f, x1g, x1h flameproof with transmitter codes x2e, x2f, x2g, x2h iecex ex d iic t6 ga/gb x3e, x3f, x3g, x3h iec 60079-0 iec 60079-1 iec 60079-26 xexx-xxxx, exx-xxxx x1a, x1b, x1c, x1d intrinsically safe  with transmitter codes x2a, x2b, x2c, x2d iecex ex ia iic t4 ga x3a, x3b, x3c, x3d iec 60079-0 iec 60079-11 iec 60079-26 iec 60079-27 these units have been tested to en 61326 and are in compliance with the emc directive 2004/108/ec.  entity parameters for intrinsically safe installation: fm/csa v max = 28.6 v p max = 1 w l i = 9.4 h i max = 140 ma c i = 5.5 nf atex v max = 28.4 v p max = 0.67 w l i = 3 h i max = 94 ma c i = 2.2 nf  on remote electronics housing only, seal is required within 18 inches.

 34 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.4.4 agency drawings

 35 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter electronic module hart sil 2 z31-2844-001* wiring board hart sil 2 z30-9151-001 transmitter housing o-rings (2 required) 012-2201-237 transmitter housing cover kits C contains parts 4a and 4b atex/iec & fm/csa, aluminum, is, integral 089-6606-004 atex/iec & fm/csa, stainless steel, is, integral 089-6606-005 fm/csa, aluminum, xp, integral 089-6606-009 fm/csa, stainless steel, xp, integral 089-6606-010 atex/iec, aluminum, xp, integral 089-6606-013 atex/iec, stainless steel, xp, integral 089-6606-014 fm/csa, aluminum, xp, remote 089-6606-015 fm/csa, stainless steel, xp, remote 089-6606-016 fm/csa, aluminum, is, remote 089-6606-017 fm/csa, stainless steel, is, remote 089-6606-018 terminal junction box covers (2 required) fm/csa, aluminum, xp, remote consult factory fm/csa, stainless steel, xp, remote consult factory fm/csa, aluminum, is, remote consult factory fm/csa, stainless steel, is, remote consult factory lvdt kit C contains parts 5, 8, 9, and 10 low temperature (9 th digit 1 or 4) 089-7827-007* mid temperature (9 th digit 2 or 5) 089-7827-008* high temperature (9 th digit 3 or 6) 089-7827-009* lvdt housing cover kits aluminum 089-7837-001 stainless steel 089-7837-002 lvdt cover o-ring 012-2222-123 remote terminal boards (2 required) 030-3609-001 remote transmitter jumper cable 037-7917-001 remote cable assembly (last two digits indicate cable length in feet) up to +400 f (+204 c) 037-3226-0xx up to +500 f (+260 c) 037-3227-0xx 1 2 3 4 4c 5 6 7 11 12 13 4a 4b 4c 4c 11 3 3 5 7 6 13 2 1 3 11 12 remote transmitter * field replacement of this part requires a user calibration of the repaired unit. 1 electronic module 2 wiring board 3 transmitter housing o-rings (2) 4a meter/bezel compartment cover 4b wiring compartment housing cover 4c terminal junction box covers (2) 5 lvdt assembly 6 lvdt housing cover 7 lvdt cover o-ring 8 tfe spacer 9 grip ring 10 top lvdt spacer 11 remote terminal boards (2) 12 remote transmitter jumper cable 13 remote cable assembly parts identification 3.5 parts 3.5.1 replacement transmitter head parts

 36 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.5.3 mechanical replacement parts 3.5.2 user calibration procedure the e3 modulevel is calibrated at the factory, so it normally requires only configuration by the user in the field. should the e3 require replacement of any parts in the field, a user calibration must be per- formed after changing out any of the following original parts: bezel assembly, lvdt assembly, range spring, stem assembly, or displacer. the following procedure should be followed when performing a user calibration in the field. note: user calibration should be performed at normal operating conditions. 1. move liquid level on displacer to desired low level point. using keypad and lcd display, scroll down to dispfact. 2. press to access data entry mode, down arrow until yes is displayed and enter again. the factory menu is now accessible. 3. scroll down to calselct. 4. press , then until user is displayed and again. 5. scroll down to snrcallo. 6. press , then and simultaneously and again. the current liquid level has been captured as the low level point. 7. scroll down to lvlcallo. the default value is 0.00. if a different level value is desired at this point, press , use the and keys to choose the desired value and press again. 8. move the liquid level on displacer to the desired high level point. scroll to snrcalhi. 9. press , then and simultaneously and again. the current liquid level has been captured as the high level point. 10. scroll down to lvlcalhi. the default value is the displacer length. if a different level value is desired at this point, press , use the and keys to choose the desired value and press again. the user calibration is complete. cage pressure rating temp. config. 4th digit spring sg range e-tube kits stem kit* spring kits* csa, carbon steel fm, atex, iec carbon steel csa, fm, atex, iec, 316 ss inconel ? 316 ss 150#, 300# & 600# ansi a, b, c 0.23 C 0.54 089-5958-017 089-5958-002 089-5958-006 089-5565-004 089-5340-002 n/a 0.55 C 1.09 089-5565-003 089-5340-005 1.10 C 2.20 089-5565-003 089-5340-008 d, e, f 0.23 C 0.54 089-5958-019 089-5958-004 089-5958-008 089-5565-008 089-5340-003 0.55 C 1.09 089-5565-007 089-5340-006 1.10 C 2.20 089-5565-007 089-5340-009 j, k, l 0.23 C 0.54 089-5958-005 089-5958-001 089-5958-005 089-5565-002 089-5340-002 089-5340-001 0.55 C 1.09 089-5565-001 089-5340-005 089-5340-004 1.10 C 2.20 089-5565-001 089-5340-008 089-5340-007 m, n, p temp  +450f (+230c) 0.23 C 0.54 089-5958-018 089-5958-003 089-5958-007 089-5565-006 089-5340-002 n/a 0.55 C 1.09 089-5565-005 089-5340-005 1.10 C 2.20 089-5565-005 089-5340-008 m, n, p temp  +500f (+260c) 0.23 C 0.54 089-5958-018 089-5958-003 089-5958-007 089-5565-006 089-5340-003 n/a 0.55 C 1.09 089-5565-005 089-5340-006 1.10 C 2.20 089-5565-005 089-5340-009 900# ansi b 0.55 C 1.09 089-5958-020 089-5958-010 089-5958-014 089-5565-004 089-5340-010 n/a e 089-5958-022 089-5958-012 089-5958-016 089-5565-008 k 089-5958-013 089-5958-009 089-5958-013 089-5565-002 n 089-5958-021 089-5958-011 089-5958-015 089-5565-006 1500# & 2500# ansi b 0.55 - 1.09 089-5958-020 089-5958-010 n/a 089-5565-004 e 089-5958-022 089-5958-012 089-5565-008 k 089-5958-013 089-5958-009 089-5565-002 n 089-5958-021 089-5958-011 089-5565-006 * field replacement of this part requires a user calibration of the repaired unit.

 37 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 19 18 cotter pins displacer 2 4a 4b 1 5 3 6 16 9 14 7 17 10 stem assembly electronic module wiring board transmitter housing o-rings wiring compartment housing cover meter/bezel compartment housing cover lvdt assembly lvdt housing cover lvdt cover o-ring tfe spacer grip ring/spacer range spring in protector enclosing tube and gasket flange or flange assembly 15 8 cotter pins all units 10-5203-001 displacer kits * high pressure 150, 300, 600# 900, 1500, 2500# s.g. range s.g. range 0.23C0.54 & 0.55C1.09 1.10 C 2.2 0.55 C 1.09 14" 89-6125-001 89-6126-001 89-6125-010 32" 89-6125-002 89-6126-002 89-6125-011 48" 89-6125-003 89-6126-003 89-6125-012 60" 89-6125-004 89-6126-004 89-6125-013 72" 89-6125-005 89-6126-005 n/a 84" 89-6125-006 89-6126-006 n/a 96" 89-6125-007 89-6126-007 n/a 108" 89-6125-008 89-6126-008 n/a 120" 89-6125-009 89-6126-009 n/a cage head pressure flange head flange kit rating size carbon steel 316 ss 3" 89-4242-001 89-4242-017 150# ansi 4" 89-4242-005 89-4242-021 6" 89-4242-011 89-4242-027 3" 89-4242-002 89-4242-018 300# ansi 4" 89-4242-006 89-4242-022 6" 89-4242-012 89-4242-028 3" 89-4242-003 89-4242-019 600# ansi 4" 89-4242-007 89-4242-023 6" 89-4242-013 89-4242-029 3" 89-4242-004 89-4242-020 900# ansi 4" 89-4242-008 89-4242-024 6" 89-4242-014 89-4242-030 1500# ansi 4" 89-4242-009 89-4242-025 6" 89-4242-015 89-4242-031 2500# ansi 4" 89-4242-010 89-4242-026 6" 89-4242-016 89-4242-032 kit definitions head flange kit includes: head flange, studs, nuts and gasket (top mounting units) or head flange only (chambered unit) e-tube kits include: e-tube, e-tube extension(s) and gasket stem kits include: stem assembly, stem extension, lvdt core spring kits include: spring assembly, screws and lockwashers displacer kits include: displacer and cotter pins 17 18 19 3.5.4 recommended spare parts electronic module hart sil 2 z31-2844-001* lvdt assembly kit low temperature (9 th digit 1 or 4) 89-7827-007* mid temperature (9 th digit 2 or 5) 89-7827-008* high temperature (9 th digit 3 or 6) 89-7827-009* 1 5 * field replacement of this part requires a user calibration of the repaired unit.

 38 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter 3.6 specifications 3.6.1 functional system design measurement principle buoyancy C continuous displacement utilizing a precision range spring input measured variable level, determined by lvdt core movement affected by buoyancy force changes on continuous displacer physical range up to 120" (300 cm) based on displacer length (c/f for longer ranges) output type analog: 4 to 20 ma direct or reverse with hart digital signal range analog: 3.8 to 20.5 ma useable, 22.5 ma maximum digital: 0 to 100% resolution analog: 0.01 ma digital: 0.1% level units: 0.01 inch loop resistance (maximum) 620 ohms @ 24 vdc diagnostic alarm 3.6, 22 ma or hold selectable (complies with namur ne 43) damping adjustable 0-45 seconds sampling rate transmitter 15 times per second user interface keypad 3-button menu-driven data entry and system security indication 2-line  8-character lcd display digital communication hart version 5.x compatible power voltage (measured at instrument terminals) 11C36 vdc (direct current) this device provides only functional isolation current 22.5 ma maximum housing material aluminum a356-t6 ( 39 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter linearity 0.50% of full span repeatability 0.20% of full span ambient temperature effect maximum zero shift is 0.017%/f over ambient temperature range operating temp. range: -40 to +176 f (-40 to +80 c) lcd temp. range: -5 to +160 f (-20 to +70 c) hysteresis 0.20% of full span response time  40 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter figure 20 remote side/side mount fourth digit codes a, b, c figure 21 remote side/side mount fourth digit codes a, b, c dia. ansi standard flange a b c 4.02 (102) ?" npt dual conduit entries 4.02 (102) 10.32 (262) 70  0.87 (22) 2.81 (71) 3.86 (98) 6.28 (159) 4.04 (103) 3.95 (100) 8.10 (206) ?" npt dual conduit entries figure 17 ht integral side/bottom mount fourth digit codes a, b, c 4.02 (102) a d h j f e level range ?" npt dual conduit entries e level range 1" npt drain (plug not provided) f g d 4.02 (102) 3.99 (101) e level range 1" npt drain (plug not provided) ?" npt dual conduit entries f g d 2.39 (61) 15.95 (405) 15.95 (405) 6.48 (165) 5.42 (138) 3.96 (101) 2.84 (72) 502 (128) 3.85 (98) 6.25 (159) 10.32 (262) 5.31 (135) 8.73 (222) up to 75' (23 m) of connecting cable part number 037-3226-0xx or 037-3227-0xx, run in conduit. last 2 digits in part number are cable length in feet. cable must be ordered separately. a a minus 3.34 (85) minus 3.34 (85) 45  3.6.4 physical C inches (mm) dimensional specifications for standard pressure models e3a, e3b, e3c, e3d, e3e, e3f figure 18 e3a/e3b series with integral top mounting fourth digit codes j, k, l figure 19 integral transmitter head

 41 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter dimensional specifications C inches (mm) cage pressure process spring dimension rating conn. size s.g. range bcde fg h j 0.23 C 0.54 6.75 9.31 9.31 3.19 7.00 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (171) (236) (236) (81) (178) (76) (76 + range) (138) 1 1 M 2 " 0.55 C 1.09 4.75 7.31 7.31 3.19 7.00 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (121) (186) (186) (81) (178) (76) (76 + range) (138) 150#, 300# & 1.10 C 2.20 4.75 7.31 7.31 3.19 7.00 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (121) (186) (186) (81) (178) (76) (76 + range) (138) 600# ansi 0.23 C 0.54 6.75 9.31 9.31 3.31 7.13 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (171) (236) (236) (84) (181) (76) (76 + range) (138) 2" 0.55 C 1.09 4.75 7.31 7.31 3.31 7.13 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (121) (186) (186) (84) (181) (76) (76 + range) (138) 1.10 C 2.20 4.75 7.31 7.31 3.31 7.13 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (121) (186) (186) (84) (181) (76) (76 + range) (138) 900# ansi 1 1 M 2 " 0.55 C 1.09 6.75 9.31 9.31 3.19 7.00 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (171) (236) (236) (81) (178) (76) (76 + range) (138) 2" 0.55 C 1.09 6.75 9.31 9.31 3.31 7.13 3.00 3.00 + range 5.43 (171) (236) (236) (84) (181) (76) (76 + range) (138) 1500# ansi 1 1 M 2 " 0.55 C 1.09 6.75 9.31 9.31 4.00 7.87 3.44 3.44 + range 9.08 (171) (236) (236) (102) (200) (87) (87 + range) (231) 2" 0.55 C 1.09 6.75 9.31 9.31 4.38 8.81 3.44 3.44 + range 10.08 (171) (236) (236) (111) (224) (87) (87 + range) (256) 2500# ansi 1 1 M 2 " 0.55 C 1.09 6.75 9.31 9.31 4.00 9.00 3.44 3.44 + range 10.21 (171) (236) (236) (102) (229) (87) (87 + range) (259) 2" 0.55 C 1.09 6.75 9.31 9.31 4.38 9.81 3.44 3.44 + range 11.08 (171) (236) (236) (111) (249) (87) (87 + range) (281) a dimension fourth digit of model number cage press. rating head flange size a, b, c d, e, f j, k, l m, n, p 3" 16.97 24.97 12.97 20.97 (431) (634) (329) (533) 150# ansi 4" 16.97 24.97 12.97 20.97 (431) (634) (329) (533) 6" 17.03 25.03 13.03 21.03 (433) (636) (331) (534) 3" 17.16 25.16 13.16 21.16 (436) (639) (334) (537) 300# ansi 4" 17.28 25.28 13.28 21.28 (439) (642) (337) (541) 6" 17.47 25.47 13.47 21.47 (444) (647) (342) (545) 3" 17.53 25.53 13.53 21.53 (445) (648) (344) (547) 600# ansi 4" 17.78 25.78 13.78 21.78 (452) (655) (350) (553) 6" 18.16 26.16 14.16 22.16 (461) (664) (360) (563) 3" 17.78 25.78 13.78 21.78 (452) (655) (350) (553) 900# ansi 4" 18.03 26.03 14.03 22.03 (458) (661) (356) (560) 6" 18.47 26.47 14.47 22.47 (469) (672) (368) (571) 1500# ansi 4" 18.41 26.41 14.41 22.41 (468) (671) (366) (569) 6" 19.53 27.53 15.53 23.53 (496) (699) (394) (598) 2500# ansi 4" 19.28 27.28 15.28 23.28 (490) (693) (388) (591) 6" 20.53 28.53 16.53 24.53 (521) (725) (420) (623)

 42 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter transmitter C electronics (see opposite page) mounting and chamber materials specific gravity and process temperature level range 3.7 model numbers 3.7.1 e3x for non-steam service e3 chamber pressure class e 3 standard construction electronic modulevel flanged top  cage side/bottom cage side/side steel 316 ss steel 316 ss  steel 316 ss  a b c d e f integral or remote transmitter mounting 1 & 4 1 & 4 1 & 4 1 & 4 3 & 6 use with mounting/temp. codes (9th digit) +300 f (+150 c) +400 f (+200 c) +450 f (+230 c) +550 f (+290 c) +600 f (+315 c) maximum process temperature j a m d m 0.23 C 0.54 specific gravity (up to 600 lbs) k b n e n 0.55 C 1.09 specific gravity (all pressures) l c p f p 1.10 C 2.20 specific gravity (up to 600 lbs) all pressures 600# or below 14 32 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 inches 356 813 1219 1524 1829 2134 2438 2743 3048 mm a b c d e f g h i code design type process connection size & type external cage top mount type 1 1 M 2 " 2" 3" 4" 6" ae n/a n/a n/a npt rf n/a n/a n/a sw pqghk flange ansi flange rating 150# rf 300# rf 600# rf 900# rf 1500# rf  2500# rf  345 6 7 8  pressure rating limited by enclosing tube to 5150 psi @ 100f  for stainless steel construction on 1500# and 2500# models, consult factory  adjustable 8-foot hanger cable, part number 32-3110-001, required when distance from flange face to top of displacer must be greater than 7.31".  bolting material is alloy steel.

 43 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter integral mount maximum process temperature use with specific gravity and process temperature codes (4th digit): 1 +550 f (+290 c) j, k, l, a, b, c, m, n, p, d, e, f 3 +551 to +600 f (+291 to +315 c) m, n, p remote mount (fm & csa only) maximum process temperature use with specific gravity and process temperature codes: 4 +550 f (+290 c) j, k, l, a, b, c, m, n, p, d, e, f 6 +551 to +600 f (+291 to +315 c) m, n, p mounting/temperature e3 h xxx xxxx (see previous page) 3.7.1 e3x for non-steam service - transmitter electronics housing material/conduit entry/approval 9th digit 1 cast aluminum, fm/csa xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3,4,6 2 cast aluminum, fm xp, m20 1,3,4,6 3 cast stainless steel, fm/csa xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3,4,6 4 cast stainless steel, fm xp, m20 1,3,4,6 5 cast aluminum, fm/csa is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3,4,6 6 cast aluminum, fm is, m20 1,3,4,6 7 cast stainless steel, fm/csa is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3,4,6 8 cast stainless steel, fm is, m20 1,3,4,6 a cast aluminum, atex/iec is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3 b cast aluminum, atex/iec is, m20 1,3 c cast stainless steel, atex/iec is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3 d cast stainless steel, atex/iec is, m20 1,3 e cast aluminum, atex/iec xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3 f cast aluminum, atex/iec xp, m20 1,3 g cast stainless steel, atex/iec xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,3 h cast stainless steel, atex/iec xp, m20 1,3 housing material/conduit entry/approval h 4-20 ma/hart, sil 2 output/sil rating

 44 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter transmitter C electronics (see opposite page) specific gravity and process temperature level range 3.7.2 e3x for steam service e3 e 3 standard construction electronic modulevel all pressures 600# or below 14 32 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 inches 356 813 1219 1524 1829 2134 2438 2743 3048 mm a b c d e f g h i code design type chamber pressure class process connection size & type external cage top mount type 1 1 M 2 " 2 " 3 " 4 " 6 " ae n/a n/a n/a npt rf n/a n/a n/a sw pqghk flange ansi flange rating 150# rf 300# rf 600# rf 900# rf 1500# rf  2500# rf  345 6 7 8  pressure rating limited by enclosing tube to 5150 psi @ +100f  for stainless steel construction on 1500# and 2500# models, consult factory mounting and chamber materials flanged top  cage side/bottom cage side/side steel 316 ss steel 316 ss  steel 316 ss  a b c d e f  adjustable 8-foot hanger cable, part number 32-3110-001, required when distance from flange face to top of displacer must be greater than 7.31".  bolting material is alloy steel. integral or remote integral remote integral or remote integral remote transmitter mounting 1 & 4 2 5 2 & 5 3 6 use with mounting/temp. codes (9th digit) +300 f (+150 c +400 f (+200 c) +400 f (+200 c) +450 f (+230 c) +500 f (+260 c) +500 f (+260 c) maximum process temperature k b k n e n 0.55 - 1.09 specific gravity (all pressures)

 45 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter h 4-20 ma/hart, sil 2 integral mount maximum process temperature use with specific gravity and process temperature codes (4th digit): 1 +300 f (+150 c) k 2 +301 to +450 f (+151 to +230 c) b, n 3 +451 to +500 f (+231 to +260 c) e remote mount (fm & csa only) maximum process temperature use with specific gravity and process temperature codes (4th digit): 4 +300 f (+150 c) k 5 +301 to +450 f (+151 to +230 c) b, k, n 6 +451 to +500 f (+231 to +260 c) e, n output/sil rating mounting/temperature e3 h 3.7.2 e3x for steam service - transmitter electronics housing material/conduit entry/approval 9th digit 1 cast aluminum, fm/csa xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3,4,5,6 2 cast aluminum, fm xp, m20 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 cast stainless steel, fm/csa xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3,4,5,6 4 cast stainless steel, fm xp, m20 1,2,3,4,5,6 5 cast aluminum, fm/csa is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3,4,5,6 6 cast aluminum, fm is, m20 1,2,3,4,5,6 7 cast stainless steel, fm/csa is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3,4,5,6 8 cast stainless steel, fm is, m20 1,2,3,4,5,6 a cast aluminum, atex/iec is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3 b cast aluminum, atex/iec is, m20 1,2,3 c cast stainless steel, atex/iec is, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3 d cast stainless steel, atex/iec is, m20 1,2,3 e cast aluminum, atex/iec xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3 f cast aluminum, atex/iec xp, m20 1,2,3 g cast stainless steel, atex/iec xp, 3 M 4 " npt 1,2,3 h cast stainless steel, atex/iec xp, m20 1,2,3 housing material/conduit entry/approval xxx xxxx (see previous page)

 46 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter accuracy the closeness of agreement between the result of measurement and the true value of the measure (inaccuracy equals the maximum positive and negative % deviation over the total span). ansi american national standards institute. atex atmospheres explosive european regulations governing the use of equipment installed in hazardous locations. ce conformit europene standards and performance criteria for the new european union. csa canadian standards association canadian, third party agency that qualifies the safety of electrical equipment. damping the imposed delay between level change and the corresponding output signal change; often used to smooth unwanted output variations. default screens the initial position of the menu structure that displays the primary measurement values of level/ifclevel/specgrav, %output, loop and to which it returns after 5 minutes of inactivity. diagnostics three levels of error messages; fault, warning and information. displacer a sensing element that is heavier than the liquid in which it is used and provides the volume necessary to vary the buoyancy force acting on the unit. dvm/dmm digital volt meter/digital multimeter. electromagnetic energy the radiation that travels through space as electric and magnetic fields varying with position and time. examples in increasing frequency: radio waves, microwave, infrared light, visible light, ultraviolet light, x-rays, gamma waves, and cosmic waves. em see electromagnetic energy. emi electromagnetic interference electrical noise caused by electromagnetic fields that may affect electrical circuits, particularly low-power electronic devices. en european normal committee guidelines in ec coun- tries that take precedence over local and/or country guide- lines. enclosing tube non-flexing pressure boundary component that isolates the process from the electronics. env preliminary en guidelines, or pre-standards. esd electrostatic discharge the release of stationary elec- trical energy which can cause damage to electronic compo- nents. explosion-proof enclosure an enclosure designed to with- stand an explosion of gas or vapor within it and prevent the explosion from spreading outside the enclosure. factory sealed a third-party-approved explosion proof seal installed in the unit during manufacturing. this alleviates the end user from installing an external xp seal adjacent (within 18") to the device. fault the highest level in the hierarchy of diagnostics annunciating a defect or failure in circuitry or software that preclude reliable measurement. the current (ma) value unit defaults to 3.6, 22, or hold and a message is displayed on the rotating screen. further information can be obtained by view- ing the status or diagnostic (factory menu) screens. feedthrough a small connecting cavity between the main housing compartments, carrying the cable that supplies the operating energy to the measurement circuitry and returns the output value proportional to the level. fm factory mutual american, third party agency that qualifies the safety of electrical equipment. four wire an electronic instrument design that uses one set of wires to supply power (120/240 vac, 24 vdc) and another set to carry the process measurement signal (4C20 ma). also called line powered. fsk frequency shift keying. ground an electrical connection to the earths potential that is used as a reference for the system and electrical safety. grounded a state where no electrical potential exists between the ground (green) connection on the transmitter and the earth or system ground. hart highway addressable remote transducer. protocol that uses the bell 202 frequency shift keying (fsk) method to superimpose low level frequencies (1200/2000 hz) on top of the standard 4C20 ma loop to provide digital communication. hart id see poll address. hazardous area an area where flammable gases or vapors are or may be present in the air in quantities sufficient to produce explosive or ignitable mixtures. iec international electrotechnical commission organization that sets international standards for electrical devices. increased safety designs and procedures that minimize sparks, arcs, and excessive temperatures in hazardous areas. defined by the iec as zone 1 environments (ex e). inductor a coil across which a voltage is induced as a result of the variation of the current through the coil. information (message) the lowest level in the hierarchy of diagnostic conditions providing operational factors that are not critical to measurement. further information can be obtained by viewing the status or diagnostic (factory menu) screens. interface: electrical a boundary between two related, electronic circuits. interface: process a boundary between two or more immiscible liquids. intrinsically safe ground a very low resistance connecting to a ground, in accordance with the national electrical code (nec, ansi/nfpa 70 for fmrc), the canadian electrical code (cec for csa), or the local inspector. glossary

 47 48-635 e3 modulevel displacer level transmitter intrinsic safety a design or installation approach that limits the amount of energy that enters a hazardous area to elimi- nate the potential of creating an ignition source. level the present reading of the height of material in a vessel. linearity the worst case error calculated as a deviation from a perfect straight line drawn between two calibration points. line powered see four wire. loop the present reading of the 4C20 ma current output. loop powered see two wire. loop resistance the total value of the resistance in a two- wire loop including equipment and wiring. low voltage directive a european community require- ment for electrical safety and related issues of devices using 50C1000 vdc or 75C1500 vac. lvdt linear variable differential transformer this is the mechanism by which the electronic modulevel measures liq- uid level. this type of transformer compares the currents induced in two secondary windings to determine the position of the transformer core and, therefore, the liquid level. measured value the typical measurement values used to track the level of a process: level, % output and loop. media the liquid material being measured by the level transmitter. multidrop the ability to install, wire, or communicate with multiple devices over one cable. each device is given a unique address and id. non-hazardous area an area where no volatile mixtures of vapors/gas and oxygen will be found at any time. also called general purpose area. non-incendive a circuit in which any arc or thermal effect produced, under intended operating conditions of the equip- ment or due to opening, shorting, or grounding of field wiring, is incapable, under specific test conditions, of igniting the flammable gas, vapor, or dust-air mixture. password a numerical value between 0 and 255 that pro- tects stored configuration data from unauthorized manipula- tion. percent (%) output the present reading as a fraction of the 16ma scale (4C20ma). poll address (hart id) a number between 1 and 15 which sets an address or location of a device in a multi-drop loop. poll address for single device configuration is 0. primary winding the inductor within a transformer to which the voltage source is connected and which, as a result, produces the magnetic field. quickstart the essential information needed for the e3 modulevel to be installed, wired and calibrated. range the maximum value to which the control may sense level. in the case of the modulevel, this value is limited to the physical size of the displacer. repeatability the maximum error between two or more output readings of the same process condition. rfi radio frequency interference electrical noise that can have an adverse affect on electrical circuits, particularly low- power devices. secondary winding the inductor within a transformer in which current is induced by the magnetic field of the primary winding. span the whole or some portion of difference between the upper and lower limits of the range, which is chosen by the user. specific gravity (sg) the ratio of the density of a material to the density of water at the same conditions. status the current state of the transmitters diagnostics; screen updates every 10 seconds. stilling well a device, usually a tube or pipe, which encloses the sensing element of a level control in order to protect it from and minimize the effects of turbulence in the vessel. to ensure that the level in the well is identical to that outside the well, it must have vent holes included near the top to allow escape of vapor trapped above the liquid level. transformer an electrical device which transfers electrical energy from a primary winding to one or more secondary windings by magnetic induction (no electrical contact) trim 4/trim 20 built-in system capability to fine tune the 4 ma and 20 ma points so the transmitter output corresponds exactly to users meter, dcs input, etc. two wire an electrical instrument design that uses one set of wires to provide both the supply power and process meas- urement signal. the process measurement is achieved by vary- ing the current of the loop. also called loop powered. units the engineering units used to measure the level in the system. warning (message) the second level in the hierarchy of diagnostics annunciating conditions that are not fatal but may affect measurement. a message will occur on the main (rotating) screen when a warning is detected but will not affect output current. further information can be obtained by viewing the status or diagnostic screens.

 bulletin: 48-635.2 effective: july 2011 supersedes: june 2009 service policy owners of magnetrol controls may request the return of a control or any part of a control for complete rebuilding or replacement. they will be rebuilt or replaced promptly. controls returned under our service policy must be returned by prepaid transportation. magnetrol will repair or replace the control at no cost to the purchaser (or owner) other than transportation if: 1. returned within the warranty period; and 2. the factory inspection finds the cause of the claim to be covered under the warranty. if the trouble is the result of conditions beyond our control; or, is not covered by the warranty, there will be charges for labor and the parts required to rebuild or replace the equipment. in some cases it may be expedient to ship replacement parts; or, in extreme cases a complete new control, to replace the original equipment before it is returned. if this is desired, notify the factory of both the model and serial numbers of the control to be replaced. in such cases, credit for the materials returned will be determined on the basis of the applicability of our warranty. no claims for misapplication, labor, direct or consequential damage will be allowed. for technical support contact one of the offices listed below. return material procedure so that we may efficiently process any materials that are returned, it is essential that a return material authorization (rma) number be obtained from the factory, prior to the materials return. this is available through a magnetrol local representative or by contacting the factory. please supply the following information: 1. company name 2. description of material 3. serial number 4. reason for return 5. application any unit that was used in a process must be properly cleaned in accordance with osha standards, before it is returned to the factory. a material safety data sheet (msds) must accompany material that was used in any media. all shipments returned to the factory must be by prepaid transportation. all replacements will be shipped f.o.b. factory. note: see electrostatic discharge handling procedure on page 7. note: if unit needs to be returned, the displacer must be secured to prevent damage in transit. assured quality & service cost less 5300 belmont road ? downers grove, illinois 60515-4499 ? 630-969-4000 ? fax 630-969-9489 ? www.magnetrol.com 145 jardin drive, units 1 & 2 ? concord, ontario canada l4k 1x7 ? 905-738-9600 ? fax 905-738-1306 heikensstraat 6 ? b 9240 zele, belgium ? 052 45.11.11 ? fax 052 45.09.93 regent business ctr., jubilee rd. ? burgess hill, sussex rh15 9tl u.k. ? 01444-871313 ? fax 01444-871317 copyright ? 2011 magnetrol international, incorporated. all rights reserved. printed in the usa. csa logotype is a registered trademark of canadian standards association hart is a registered trademark of the hart communication foundation inconel is a registered trademark of special metals corporation teflon is a registered trademark of dupont.
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